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Energy is today one of the most significant topics in the world Humans are investigating
alternative energy resources due to the fossil energy sources to be exhausted in future As
known the life of energy resources such as coal and oil is limited Natural gas will cover the
need just for a limited period On the other hand developing population will increase the need of
energy for the next generation Therefore alternative energy has gained much significance in
recent years Nuclear energy is the most criticized energy in public opinion About 17 pet of the
electric need in the world is being covered by nuclear power plants This ratio is over 30 pet in
European Union and over 78 2 pet in France The most significant risk as regard with
environmental pollution is radioactive wastes for these plants The opposite sides towards
nuclear energy claim about the accidents of nuclear power plants and deaths in short and long
terms As long as the security rules are applied nuclear power plants affect neither human nor
environmental health in a detrimental way The radiation emission scattered by nuclear power
plants is very low

In this work first of all nuclear energy was evaluated from a standpoint of environmental
pollution and both positive and negative effects were investigated As a result the humanity will
have to benefit from all the alternative energy resources the nuclear energy as well in order not
to live in a dark world Every technology has its own risks It seems that if nuclear energy power
plants are operated in high technolgy conditions it will be ungiven up for humanity
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